WHERE SITUATIONAL LEADERS MASTER THE ART OF INFLUENCE

MyCLS is a cloud-based learning management system that enables learners to seamlessly access their course materials, assessments and post-learning sustainment activities — all in the same place.

Personalized Learning Paths guide the learner through every element of their training.

Flexible Formats allow learners to choose and access their learning on their preferred device for the optimal learning experience.

Integration with Systems ensures ease of access and training attendance.

Intuitive and Robust Administrative Tools automate redundant efforts and reduce administrative burdens.

Easier Path to ROI through automated reporting that provides both detailed and at-a-glance summaries.

Any time. Any where. Any device.
Engaging Learners. Building Leaders.

All MyCLS learners will have immediate access to the following resources:

**THE FOUR MOMENTS OF TRUTH**
Drive behavior change through a structured, four-step sustainment process that involves both the learner and the Next-Level Manager.

**MICROLEARNING**
Reinforce learning points by taking leaders through a deep dive into the Situational Leadership® Model with these self-paced minilearning sessions.

**GAMIFICATION**
Challenge your leaders through fun and interactive games and learning simulations designed to test their mastery of the application of Situational Leadership®.

**DIGITAL PERFORMANCE READINESS® ASSESSMENT TOOL**
Helps leaders accurately assess an individual’s ability and willingness for a task, enabling them to match their leadership style and accelerate development.

**DIGITAL POCKET REFERENCE GUIDE**
Prepare leaders for conversations by highlighting Performance Readiness® indicators and providing tips for applying the appropriate leadership style.

**DIGITAL LEARNING JOURNAL**
Develop on-the-job mastery of Situational Leadership® through the use of practical, relevant learning activities and application challenges.

**THE INFLUENCE SIMULATOR**
Build expertise using practice scenarios to identify Performance Readiness® and understand the impact of a leadership style match or mismatch.

**THOUGHT LEADERSHIP LIBRARY**
Access blogs, articles, whitepapers and infographics from a central location to further develop leadership- and influence-related skill sets.

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES**
The following features, among others, are also included to further enhance the MyCLS user experience:

- Robust Reporting and Administration
- Intuitive User Interface
- Single Sign-On and LMS Integration*
- Portal Branding and Customization*

*Additional costs associated with these items. Ask a Senior Account Executive for more information.

Interested in learning more? info@situational.com | 919.335.8763 | situational.com
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